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Teams
One of the best questions I've heard at the start of a team meeting was, What has inspired you most
since we last met? It created an amazing burst of focus and energy. I've also been in meetings that felt so
mind-numbingly tedious, that it was as if all the air had been sucked out of the room.
I’m going to share some ideas that can help create inspiring and e ective teams. These are teams that
generate high levels of energy and engagement and achieve great results.
I'll focus on team meetings because these are the points at which greatest synergy and tension can occur.
People are in the room together, whether physically or virtually, and it’s how to make the best of that
encounter so that something magic happens inside and outside of the room.
I'll draw your attention to four dimensions: Purpose, Content, Methods and Relationships; and I'll
explain each dimension in turn, including sample questions to help guide team conversations. You'll see
that I use an invitational style, intended to co-create, with others, the best team experience possible.
If I describe or suggest something that you believe, for whatever reason, wouldn’t work in your team,
ask yourself what it would take to make it work, or what would work instead.

 Purpose (Why)
Many teams assume they are working towards the same vision or goals, without having ever articulated
what’s important to them or what success would look like.
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Some useful questions that can help a team check for clarity and agreement include:


Why are we here?



What are we here to do?



What are we trying to achieve?



What do we need to align around?



What are we like at our best?

We can apply the same principle to a team meeting and to speci c items on an agenda. For instance:


Why this, why now?



What is the goal of this meeting?



What is the purpose of this agenda item?



If we were to succeed in this, what would a great outcome look and feel like?



By the end of this meeting, what would convince us this was time well spent?

 Content (What)
I will often pause at the start of a meeting to take a breath (and pray), place the agenda face-down on
the table, step back from the detail for a moment and ask, for instance:


Of all the things we could do today, what stands out to us as most important?



Which issues are genuinely critical?



What must we avoid getting distracted by?
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You may be surprised at how often an agenda created in the room like this ends up being far shorter,
more focused and more engaging than the formal agenda that had been circulated beforehand. A useful
next step can be to ask a next level of questions, before diving in. For instance, in a leadership meeting:


What is the strategic signi cance of this issue ?



What leadership issues does it raise for us?



What are the questions that, if we were able to answer them, would enable us to make the best
decisions?



Are we pitching this conversation at the right level?

You could also ask, for instance:


Who or what is driving this issue?



Which aspects of this should we focus on?



What do we already know about this?



How clear are we about what is negotiable?



What assumptions are we making?



What would it take for us to agree on this?

 Methods (How)
The 'How' dimension is very often neglected in teams. Most teams follow habitual routines - whether
they work for them, or not - and some feel trapped by formal meetings protocols.
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In light of this, to break an established meetings-mould demands curiosity, creativity and courage. It calls
for a willingness to disrupt established patterns of behaviour and to experiment with alternatives:


How shall we do this?



Where and when would it be best to do it?



What would be the most creative, energising and e ective way we could tackle this issue together?

If I or a team member is feeling bored, distracted or disengaged, I challenge myself, or them, to take
active ownership of what I, or they, are experiencing, to speak up and propose solutions. This is about
leaning actively into a conversation, contributing our best and not allowing ourselves to fade out. For
instance:


I’m starting to feel tired. Could we take a 5-minute break?



I’m feeling confused. Could someone help me to understand this?



I don’t really know much about this topic. Could someone ll me in on the background?



I'm really struggling with this. Could we try doing it X way instead?

 Relationships (Who)
It's common for teams to take part in teambuilding activities to address the relational dimension. These
are often aimed at enabling people to get to know each other better in order to perform well together.
Here are some examples of people- and relationship-orientated questions that you could pose:
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What is the unique gift/talent/experience that each of us o ers?



What are the inter-dependencies between our roles?



What do we need from each other to do our best?



What relationships outside of this team do we need to manage well?



What would help us know and understand each other better so that we can work well together?



How can we get the best from the di erences between us?



What will we agree in advance to do, when tensions or con icts arise?

And, if a team is more established I may ask:


What do we tend to avoid?



What would help us leap from good to great?

Refresh
If a team feels jaded or stuck, I will invite them to think back to a meeting that went well, whether in
this team or in another team elsewhere, and then to share, for instance:


I loved how we…



I found it really helpful when…



The thing that inspired me most was…

We will then practise enacting those qualities (often expressed as attitudes, behaviours or ways of
working) until they become - again - the team's new, revitalised and lived experience.
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